
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of applications
consultant. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for applications consultant

Similar duties are often associated with the selection, acquisition, installation
and configuration of applications licensed from third parties, and interaction
with vendors is often required
Researches and makes recommendations on software technology direction
Position is considered and expert relative to the applications and work
processes in technology/functional areas and is capable of addressing the
most complex issues, and representing the organization in dealings with
internal customers and clients
Overall technical authority on the business functions of the D-SCADA system
Manage the data integrity process of the D-SCADA system and provide
scorecard metrics on same
Provide techical guideance on software patches/upgrades of the D-SCADA
application including LoB testing and documentation
Act as the LoB D-SCADA Liasion to the IT ASO - partner with the IT ASO to
provide seemless operation of the D-SCADA system
Administer the D-SCADA Chief Relay and Operations’ User Group quarterly
meetings
Provide direction on the future vision of D-SCADA – document and drive
system enhancements to implmentation
Interact with D-SCADA Field Ops Team and other various departments across
Electric Delivery to ensure timely updates of the master station and
connected model
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Experience in Batch management, Storage unit management and Handling
unit management
Experience in integration of voice or case picking solution with ECC
Configuration of plant & warehouse management settings with various
storage types, sections and storage bins
Experience in Unit Testing, Integration Testing and in End User Acceptance
Testing to validate the business scenarios
Experience in executing LSMW programs and loading data
In-depth experience with SAP ABAP from a technical standpoint experience
with agile development techniques


